TRADITIONAL ANNIVERSARY RAMŪNAS KARBAUSKIS’
CUP 2022 TOURNAMENT
1. Purpose of the competition
To raise the popularity of draughts among people.
Improve mastery of players, create and strengthen connections among players from
different locations.

2. Time and date of the tournament

Tournament will be held at Kupiškis Lauryno Stuokos-Gucevičiaus square 5 in the cafe
Merkurijus. Date of the competition - 2022 August 6-7th. Tournament start 11:00 am.

3. Participants
Members of draughts clubs of the Respublic of Lithuania, sports shools, representatives
of municipal community teams, players from abroad – are all weclome to participate.
By application to register every participant consents that organizers of the event are
allowed to use all media, photos, video footage gathered during the tournament for marketing
purposes without any additional consent.

4. Regulation of the competiyion
Competitions are personal. Competition is carried out according to FMJD (IDF) code
rules. Regulation of the competition is carried out according to the swiss pairing system – 8
rounds. Of micro-matches from two games by debuts of „contemporary“ draughts (official IDF
table (745 positions)), which will be drawn out randomly. Each competitor is given 25 min.
+5sec. to think until the end of the match.

5. Determining the winners
Refereeing and determination of winners will be made according to the program
(Draughts Arbiter Pro). If participants have the same amount of points the place will be
determined according to these index coefficients:
a) „Solkov‘s“ coefficient system (sum of points of the competitor‘s opponents that he had played
with, discarding the most and the least points gathered ones);
b) „Reduced Solkov‘s“ coefficient system (sum of every participant opponent points but the
lowest score of the opponent is subtracted. If the score is still the same for both players, two
lowest scores are subtracted and etc.);
c) Sonnenborn‘s-Berger‘s coefficient system (sum of points of the opponents that the player had
won against and adding 50% of the points of the opponents that the player had tied with in
matches ).
Winners of the competions will be awarded by the categories: men, women, Juniors Boys
under 19 (B19), Juniors Girls under 19 (G19), veterans (60+ years old.), locals (people from
Kupiškis).
Competitors who will win their respective categories will be awarded with cups and
medals.
6. Tournament fees
Tournament fee for each participant- 3 euros. Subscription fees have to be paid before the
beginning of the Tournament.

6. Organizers

The main sponsor of the tournament is Ramūnas Karbauskis. Other sponsorsLithuaninan draugths federation, Merkurijus cafe, company Naglinta and Kupiškis district‘s
draughts-chess club.
Regulations are considered as an official invitation to the tournament.
Organizers keep all the rights to change the regulations of tournament if necessary.
Information and registration:
Info:
Viktoras Naglys
phone number - +370 686 44589
Registration:
Dainius Bukleris phone number - +370 616 52648
e-mail - d.bukleris@gmail.com

7. Provision of participants
Travel expenses of the conestants are covered by the seconding organization.

